NOTE ON THE LAYOUTS ii

OVERHEAD DIAGRAMS GRAPHICS PAGES 1-4

FIRST FLOOR GRAPHICS
ALL-SPORT WEIGHTROOM GRAPHICS PAGE A1
WEIGHTROOM ENTRY WALL DISPLAY PAGE A2
CORRIDOR GRAPHIC PAGE A3
TUNNEL BANNERS PAGE A4
VOLLEYBALL LOCKER HEADER GRAPHICS PAGE A5
VOLLEYBALL TEAM ROOM BACK WALL PAGE A6
VOLLEYBALL CUSTOM SCULPTURE IN LOUNGE ENTRY PAGE A7
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL LOCKER HEADER GRAPHICS PAGE A8
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL TEAM ROOM BACK WALL PAGE A9
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL CUSTOM SCULPTURE IN LOUNGE ENTRY PAGE A10
MEN’S BASKETBALL LOCKER HEADER GRAPHICS PAGE A11
MEN’S BASKETBALL TEAM ROOM BACK WALL PAGE A12
MEN’S BASKETBALL CUSTOM SCULPTURE IN LOUNGE ENTRY PAGE A13

SECOND FLOOR GRAPHICS
PRACTICE GYM EAST WALL DISPLAYS PAGE B1
PRACTICE GYM WEST WALL DISPLAYS PAGE B2
PRACTICE GYM RETRACTABLE WALL NORTHSIDE - VOLLEYBALL PAGE B3
PRACTICE GYM RETRACTABLE WALL SOUTHSIDE - BASKETBALL PAGE B4
PRACTICE GYM SOUTH WALL DISPLAYS PAGE B5
PRACTICE GYM NORTH WALL DISPLAYS PAGE B6

THIRD FLOOR GRAPHICS
MULTI-SPORT DISPLAY IN ADMINISTRATION AREA PAGE C1
LARGE WALL TREATMENT PAGE C2

FOURTH FLOOR GRAPHICS
GRAPHIC TREATMENT TO CONFERENCE ROOM GLASS WALL PAGE D1
GRAPHIC TREATMENT ABOVE TELLER WINDOWS PAGE D2
LARGE WALL DISPLAY IN BLACK TILE WALL PAGE D3

BASKETBALL GLASS DIVIDER GRAPHICS PAGE B7
MEN’S BASKETBALL RECEPTION WALL PAGE B8
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL RECEPTION WALL PAGE B9
WRESTLING AND VOLLEYBALL RECEPTION WALL GRAPHICS PAGE B10
WRESTLING VIEWING ROOM WALL DISPLAY PAGE B11
DONOR NAMING WRESTLING WALL DISPLAY PAGE B12
OLYMPIC DISPLAY IN WRESTLING ROOM PAGE B13
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTATED ON THE CONCEPT PAGES:

1 - All fonts used are: Berthold City and Tahoma

2 - All graphics and colors provided must conform to scale, specifications, and PMS numbers where provided. The colors used for the concepts need to match Iowa’s Black and PMS 116 Gold.

3 - The installer shall conform to all of the graphic designer’s drawings and specifications, and will submit samples to the graphic designer for all materials and finishes included in their scope of work before commencement of such work.

4 - All dimensions are to the exterior face of the finished material, unless otherwise noted. All elevations are noted from finish floor elevations.

5 - All sizes are approximate for bidding, and will need to be field measured for specific fit before starting production. Field measurements are the responsibility of the selected vendor awarded contract.

6 - All hanging and mounting systems need to be approved by the graphic designer, and the vendor must provide shop drawings of hanging and mounting systems for approval before production.
GRAPHICS PLACEMENT:
FIRST FLOOR

AREA
A1 - ALL-SPORTS WEIGHTROOM GRAPHICS
A2 - WEIGHTROOM ENTRY WALL DISPLAY
A3 - CORRIDOR GRAPHIC
A4 - TUNNEL BANNERS
A5 - VOLLEYBALL LOCKER HEADER GRAPHICS
A6 - VOLLEYBALL TEAMROOM BACKWALL DISPLAY
A7 - VOLLEYBALL CUSTOM SCULPTURE IN LOUNGE ENTRY
A8 - WOMEN’S BASKETBALL LOCKER HEADER GRAPHICS
A9 - WOMEN’S BASKETBALL TEAMROOM BACKWALL DISPLAY
A10 - WOMEN’S BASKETBALL CUSTOM SCULPTURE IN LOUNGE ENTRY
A11 - MEN’S BASKETBALL LOCKER HEADER GRAPHICS
A12 - MEN’S BASKETBALL TEAMROOM BACKWALL DISPLAY
A13 - MEN’S BASKETBALL CUSTOM SCULPTURE IN LOUNGE ENTRY
GRAPHICS PLACEMENT:
SECOND FLOOR

AREA
B1 - PRACTICE GYM EAST WALL DISPLAYS
B2 - PRACTICE GYM WEST WALL DISPLAYS
B3 - PRACTICE GYM RETRACTABLE WALL VOLLEYBALL NORTHSIDE
B4 - PRACTICE GYM RETRACTABLE WALL BASKETBALL SOUTHSIDE
B5 - PRACTICE GYM SOUTH WALL DISPLAYS
B6 - PRACTICE GYM NORTH WALL DISPLAYS
B7 - BASKETBALL GLASS DIVIDER
B8 - MEN’S BASKETBALL RECEPTION WALL
B9 - WOMEN’S BASKETBALL RECEPTION WALL
B10 - WRESTLING VOLLEYBALL RECEPTION WALL GRAPHICS
B11 - WRESTLING VIEWING ROOM WALL DISPLAY
B12 - DONOR NAMING WRESTLING WALL DISPLAY
B13 - OLYMPIC DISPLAY IN WRESTLING ROOM

CARVER HAWKEYE ARENA
GRAPHICS PLACEMENT:
THIRD FLOOR

AREA
C1 - MULTI-SPORT LARGE WALL TREATMENT
C2 - LARGE WALL TREATMENT
GRAPHICS PLACEMENT:
FOURTH FLOOR

AREA
D1 - GRAPHIC TREATMENT TO CONFERENCE ROOM GLASS WALL
D2 - WALL DISPLAY - LOCATION TO BE DETERMINED
D3 - LARGE WALL DISPLAY IN BLACK TILE WALL
CONCEPT

ALL-SPORTS WEIGHTROOM GRAPHIC - NORTH WALL

PHOTOS ARE FOR PLACEMENT ONLY, FINAL PHOTOS TO BE DETERMINED

PRINT GRAPHIC MATERIALS:

LAMINATED PRINT GRAPHICS-
Laminated prints attach to face of 0.25” thick melamine panels with brushed metal returns.

UV ink print, 5 mil. scuff-resistant UV-protected polycarbonate over laminate, and laminated with 9 mil. backer laminate.

3M Scothprints not allowed

GRAPHIC SIZE: 75 FT. 2” WIDE X 3 FT. 6” TALL

GRAPHIC SIZE: 135 FT. 3” WIDE X 3 FT. 6” TALL

GRAPHIC SIZE: 96 FT. 2”  WIDE X 3 FT. 6” TALL

DIMENSIONAL LOGO:
46” wide X 12” tall X 1/4” thick brushed metal laminate face with painted matching returns. Gold layer is painted brushed aluminum match PMS 116 (Same logo is used for all 3 walls)

DIMENSIONAL LETTERING:
18” tall X 1/2” thick brushed metal laminate face with painted matching returns

DIMENSIONAL LETTERING:
18” tall X 1/2” thick brushed metal laminate face with painted matching returns

DIMENSIONAL LOGO:
46” wide X 12” tall X 1/4” thick brushed metal laminate face with painted matching returns. Gold layer is painted brushed aluminum match PMS 116 (Same logo is used for all 3 walls)
DISPLAY MATERIALS:

16 ft. X 4 ft. X 1" thick brushed metal face with matching sides. Inset metal shape is 1/2" thick with polished aluminum face. IOWA lettering is 41" tall X 1/4" thick in brushed metal aluminum laminate face with brushed metal trim and returns.

STRENGTH lettering is 8" tall X 1/4" thick in polished black acrylic.

lines and striping are cut vinyl in dark gray, PMS 116 gold, and brushed metal.
CONCEPT PLACEMENT:

CORRIDOR GRAPHIC

APPROX. 11’ X 3’ TALL

APPROX. 6’ X 3’ TALL

C/L WITH ELEVATOR

APPROX. 20’

APPROX. 2’ TALL

5’ TO C/L OF LETTERS

DISPLAY MATERIALS:

IOWA and HAWKEYES lettering is layered, back face is 24” tall X 1/2” thick in polished black acrylic. Front layer is 1/2” smaller painted to match Iowa’s “OLD GOLD” with matching returns.

Center Oval logo is layered, back face is 72” wide X 36” tall X 1/2” thick painted to match Iowa’s “OLD GOLD” with matching returns. Second layer is inset at 67” wide X 34” tall X 1/4” thick in polished aluminum laminate with matching returns. Diagonal striping on face is frosted cut vinyl. Front face is 64” wide X 32” tall X 1/4” thick in black brushed aluminum with matching returns. Hawkeye logo is 34” X 22” tall X laminate thickness painted to match Iowa’s “OLD GOLD”
CONCEPT PLACEMENT: SUSPENDED 2-SIDED GRAPHICS IN TUNNEL AREA
MAIN BANNER AND SMALLER SIDE BANNERS SUSPENDED FROM CEILING

- 19 FT. HIGH CEILING
- 15 FT. 6" HIGH CEILING

2-SIDED CEILING-MOUNT FLEXIBLE VINYL BANNERS
10 QUANTITY

2-SIDED FLEXIBLE VINYL BANNER SUSPENDED FROM CEILING
(MUST BE REMOVABLE FOR CLEARANCE)
2 QUANTITY

2-SIDED CEILING-MOUNT FLEXIBLE VINYL BANNERS

- 5 FT. 0" TALL
- 70" TALL
- 12" WIDE
- 35" WIDE
CONCEPT | VOLLEYBALL LOCKER HEADERS
PHOTOS ARE FOR PLACEMENT ONLY, FINAL PHOTOS TO BE DETERMINED

PRINT GRAPHIC MATERIALS:
LAMINATED PRINT GRAPHICS:
30" X 10.25" tall (field-verify)
Laminated prints attach to face of 0.25" thick sintra panels, wrapping the panel.

UV ink print, 5 mil. scuff-resistant
UV-protected polycarbonate over-laminate, and laminated with 9 mil. backer laminate.

3M Scothprints not allowed
Print is mounted to face of 30" X 11.75" tall X 1/4" thick brushed aluminum laminate panel with top and bottom 3/4" of metal showing through. Mounting needs to be easy to update.

QUANTITY: 18
CONCEPT
VOLLEYBALL TEAM ROOM BACK WALL
PHOTOS ARE FOR PLACEMENT ONLY, FINAL PHOTOS TO BE DETERMINED

DISPLAY SIZE: 18 FT. 4" WIDE X 72" TALL

PRINT GRAPHIC MATERIALS:
LAMINATED PRINT GRAPHICS - 18 feet 4" wide X 60" tall (field-verify)
Laminated prints attach to face of 0.25" thick sintra panels, wrapping the panels.
UV ink print, 5mil scuff-resistant UV-protected polycarbonate over-laminate, and laminated with 9mil backer laminate.
3M Scotchprints not allowed

PLACEMENT:
A6

GRAPHICS AREA
A6
LOCATION
A6

GRAPHICS PACKAGE
ALL GRAPHICS ARE FOR PLACEMENT ONLY
APPROVED SHOP DRAWINGS FOR ALL MOUNTING, HARDWARE AND SECURING APPLICATIONS MUST BE PROVIDED TO THE ARCHITECT FOR APPROVAL PRIOR TO PRODUCTION AND INSTALLATION. ALL FINAL SIZES NEED TO BE FIELD-MEASURED PRIOR TO STARTING PRODUCTION. FIELD MEASUREMENTS ARE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE SELECTED VENDOR AWARDED CONTRACT.

PROJECT NUMBER
0000.10573

SHEET DATE
09.30.09

BID SET
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
CARVER HAWKEYE ARENA
GRAPHICS PACKAGE

ZE DESIGN
DISPLAY MATERIALS:
Circle logo is layered: back face is 36” diameter X 1/2” thick in brushed aluminum laminate. Second layer is 33” diameter X 1/4” thick in polished aluminum laminate with painted matching returns - this layer has inset volleyball shape in brushed aluminum laminate painted to match PMS 116 gold with brushed metal cut vinyl lines. Front layer is 30” X 20” X 1/4” thick polished aluminum laminate with matching returns. This front layer has the Hawkeye logo attached to face in black brushed aluminum, laminate thickness.

VOLLEYBALL lettering is layered: back face is 2.5” tall X 1/2” thick gloss black acrylic with the second layer as laminate thickness brushed aluminum paited to match PMS 116 gold. Lettering attaches to metal strip 38” wide X 1’ tall.
CONCEPT WOMEN'S BASKETBALL LOCKER HEADERS
PHOTOS ARE FOR PLACEMENT ONLY, FINAL PHOTOS TO BE DETERMINED

PRINT GRAPHIC MATERIALS:
LAMINATED PRINT GRAPHICS:
30" X 10.25" tall (field-verify)
Laminated prints attach to face of 0.25" thick sintra panels, wrapping the panel.

UV ink print, 5 mil. scuff-resistant UV-protected polycarbonate over-laminate, and laminated with 9 mil. backer laminate.

3M Scothprints not allowed
Print is mounted to face of 30" X 11.75" tall X 1/4" thick brushed aluminum laminate panel with top and bottom 3/4" of metal showing through. Mounting needs to be easy to update.

QUANTITY: 18

DISPLAY SIZE: 30" WIDE X 11 3/4" TALL
CONCEPT WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM ROOM CURVED WALL GRAPHICS

PHOTOS ARE FOR PLACEMENT ONLY, FINAL PHOTOS TO BE DETERMINED

PRINT GRAPHIC MATERIALS:
LAMINATED PRINT GRAPHICS:
25 feet 11" wide X 72" tall (field-verify) Laminated prints attach to face of 0.25" thick sintra panels, wrapping the panels.

UV ink print, 5 mil. scuff-resistant UV-protected polycarbonate over-laminate, and laminated with 9 mil. backer laminate.

3M Scothprints not allowed

DISPLAY SIZE: 25 FT. 11" WIDE X 6 FT. TALL
DISPLAY MATERIALS:
Circle logo is layered: back face is 36" diameter X 1/2" thick in brushed aluminum laminate painted to match PMS 116 gold. Second layer is 33" diameter X 1/4" thick in polished aluminum laminate painted to match PMS 116 gold, with painted matching returns - this layer has inset basketball shape in black brushed aluminum laminate with dark gray cut vinyl lines. Front layer is 30" X 20" X 1/4" thick brushed aluminum laminate painted to match PMS 116 gold with matching returns. This front layer has the Hawkeye logo attached to face in black brushed aluminum, laminate thickness.

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL lettering is layered: back face is 2.5" tall X 1/2" thick gloss black acrylic with the second layer as laminate thickness brushed aluminum painted to match PMS 116 gold. Lettering attaches to metal strip 38" wide X 1" tall.
Jarryd Cole
50
Iowa Basketball

PRINT GRAPHIC MATERIALS: LAMINATED PRINT GRAPHICS:
- 30" X 10.25" tall (field-verify)
- Laminated prints attach to face of 0.25" thick sintra panels, wrapping the panel.
- UV ink print, 5 mil. scuff-resistant
- UV-protected polycarbonate over-laminate, and laminated with 9 mil. backer laminate.
- 3M Scotch prints not allowed
- Print is mounted to face of 30" X 11.75" tall X 1/4" thick brushed aluminum laminate panel with top and bottom 3/4" of metal showing through. Mounting needs to be easy to update.

QUANTITY: 18

DISPLAY SIZE: 30" WIDE X 11 3/4" TALL

CONCEPT
MEN'S BASKETBALL LOCKER HEADERS
PHOTOS ARE FOR PLACEMENT ONLY, FINAL PHOTOS TO BE DETERMINED

CONCEPT MEN'S BASKETBALL LOCKER HEADERS
PHOTOS ARE FOR PLACEMENT ONLY, FINAL PHOTOS TO BE DETERMINED

CONCEPT
MEN'S BASKETBALL LOCKER HEADERS
PHOTOS ARE FOR PLACEMENT ONLY, FINAL PHOTOS TO BE DETERMINED
CONCEPT MEN’S BASKETBALL TEAM ROOM CURVED WALL GRAPHICS

QUOTE ABOVE IS FOR PLACEMENT ONLY, FINAL TO BE DETERMINED

PRINT GRAPHIC MATERIALS:
LAMINATED PRINT GRAPHICS:
24 feet 10” wide X 72” tall (field-verify) Laminated prints attach to face of 0.25” thick sintra panels, wrapping the panels.

UV ink print, 5 mil. scuff-resistant UV protected polycarbonate over-laminate, and laminated with 9 mil. backing laminate.

3M Scotchprints not allowed
DISPLAY MATERIALS:
Circle logo is layered, back face is 36" diameter x 1/2" thick in brushed aluminum laminate painted to match PMS 116 gold. Second layer is 33" diameter x 1/4" thick in polished aluminum laminate painted to match PMS 116 gold, with painted matching returns - this layer has inset basketball shape in black brushed aluminum laminate with dark gray cut vinyl lines. Front layer is 30" x 20" x 1/4" thick brushed aluminum laminate painted to match PMS 116 gold with matching returns. This front layer has the Hawkeye logo attached to face in black brushed aluminum, laminate thickness.

MEN'S BASKETBALL lettering is layered: back face is 2.5" tall x 1/2" thick gloss black acrylic with the second layer as laminate thickness brushed aluminum painted to match PMS 116 gold. Lettering attaches to metal strip 38" wide x 1" tall.
CONCEPT WALL GRAPHIC IN PRACTICE GYM
PHOTOS ARE FOR PLACEMENT ONLY, FINAL PHOTOS TO BE DETERMINED

EAST

PRINT GRAPHIC MATERIALS:
LAMINATED PRINT GRAPHICS-
136 ft. x 6 ft. 8" tall (field-verify)
Digitally printed flexible face vinyl graphics mounted in Signcomp tensioning frame system.

3M Scotprints not allowed
CONCEPT WALL GRAPHIC IN PRACTICE GYM

LOCATION: PRACTICE GYM

WEST

PHOTOS ARE FOR PLACEMENT ONLY, FINAL PHOTOS TO BE DETERMINED

PRINT GRAPHIC MATERIALS:
LAMINATED PRINT GRAPHICS - 136 ft. X 6 ft. 8" tall (field-verify)
Digitally printed flexible face vinyl graphics mounted in Signcomp tensioning frame system.

3M Scotchprints not allowed
TOTAL SIZE FOR IOWA VOLLEYBALL -- 58 FT. WIDE X 5FT. TALL

RETRACTABLE WALL VINYL GRAPHICS MATERIALS:
The 2 panels that make up the PMS 116 gold band are galvanized steel finish. Lettering is 10" tall and is in black and white cut vinyl.
TOTAL SIZE FOR IOWA BASKETBALL -- 58 FT. WIDE X 5 FT. TALL

RETRACTABLE WALL VINYL GRAPHICS MATERIALS:
The 2 panels that make up the PMS 116 gold band are galvanized steel finish. Lettering is 10" tall and is in black and white cut vinyl.
CONCEPT PRACTICE GYM SOUTH WALLS

PHOTOS ARE FOR PLACEMENT ONLY, FINAL PHOTOS TO BE DETERMINED

DISPLAY SIZE: 114 FT. WIDE X 6 FT. 8" TALL

PRINT GRAPHIC MATERIALS:
- LAMINATED PRINT GRAPHICS: 114 ft. X 6 ft. 8" tall (field-verify)
- Digitally printed flexible face vinyl graphics mounted in Signcomp tensioning frame system.
- 3M Scothprints not allowed

ALL GRAPHICS ARE FOR PLACEMENT ONLY

APPROVED SHOP DRAWINGS FOR ALL GRAPHICS ARE REQUIRED TO BE SUBMITTED TO THE ARCHITECT PRIOR TO PRODUCTION AND INSTALLATION. ALL FINAL SIZES NEED TO BE FIELD-MEASURED BEFORE STARTING PRODUCTION. FIELD MEASUREMENTS ARE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE SELECTED VENDOR AWARDED CONTRACT.

SHEET DATE 09.30.09
PROJECT NUMBER 0000.10573
CONCEPT PRACTICE GYM NORTH WALLS
PHOTOS ARE FOR PLACEMENT ONLY, FINAL PHOTOS TO BE DETERMINED

PRINT GRAPHIC MATERIALS:
LAMINATED PRINT GRAPHICS:
114 ft. X 6 ft. 8" tall (field-verify)
Digitally printed flexible face vinyl graphics mounted in Signcomp tensioning frame system.

3M Scotchtape not allowed
GLASS DIVIDER VINYL GRAPHICS MATERIALS:
All graphics are cut vinyl, 68.5" diameter - match etch or frost vinyl, and Hawkeye logo is in white cut vinyl.
CONCEPT | MEN'S BASKETBALL RECEPTION WALL

QUOTE IS FOR PLACEMENT ONLY; FINAL QUOTE TO BE DETERMINED

DISPLAY MATERIALS:
8 ft. 8" wide X 8 ft. 8" tall display.

Back layer of display is 8 ft wide X 8 ft. 8" tall X 1/2" thick melamine panels with gloss black face and returns. On face of black layer are three dark wood panels 86" wide X 24" tall X 1/2" thick placed to create 1" black reveals, and a 32" tall black reveal for Hawkeye logo and type. Metal bands on the left and right are polished aluminum laminate 4" wide X 8 ft. 8" X 1/4" thick with painted matching returns.

CIRCLE LOGO is layered, back face is 24" diameter X 1/2" thick in brushed aluminum laminate painted to match PMS 116 gold. Second layer is 22" diameter X 1/4" thick in polished aluminum laminate painted to match PMS 116 gold, with painted matching returns - this layer has inset basketball shape in black brushed aluminum laminate with dark gray cut vinyl lines. Front layer is 18" X 12" X 1/4" thick brushed aluminum laminate painted to match PMS 116 gold with matching returns. This front layer has the Hawkeye logo attached to face in black brushed aluminum, laminate thickness.

IOWA lettering is 18" tall X 1/2" thick brushed aluminum laminate painted to match PMS 116 gold.

MEN'S BASKETBALL lettering is 4" tall X 1/4" thick brushed aluminum laminate with matching returns.

Gold striping is cut vinyl, match PMS 116
CONCEPT WOMEN'S BASKETBALL RECEPTION WALL

DISPLAY SIZE: 8 FT. 8" WIDE X 8 FT. 8" TALL

DISPLAY MATERIALS:
8 ft. 8" wide X 8 ft. 8" tall display.

Back layer of display is 8 ft wide X 8 ft. 8" tall X 1/2" thick melamine panels with gloss black face and returns. On face of black layer are three dark wood panels 86" wide X 24" tall X 1/2" thick placed to create 1" black reveals, and a 32" tall black reveal for Hawkeye logo and type. Metal bands on the left and right are polished aluminum laminate 4" wide X 8 ft. 8" X 1/4" thick with painted matching returns.

CIRCLE LOGO is layered, back face is 24" diameter X 1/2" thick in brushed aluminum laminate painted to match PMS 116 gold. Second layer is 22" diameter X 1/4" thick in polished aluminum laminate painted to match PMS 116 gold, with painted matching returns - this layer has inset basketball shape in black brushed aluminum laminate with dark gray cut vinyl lines. Front layer is 18" X 12" X 1/4" thick brushed aluminum laminate painted to match PMS 116 gold with matching returns. This front layer has the Hawkeye logo attached to face in black brushed aluminum, laminate thickness.

IOWA lettering is 18" tall X 1/2" thick brushed aluminum laminate painted to match PMS 116 gold.

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL lettering is 4" tall X 1/4" thick brushed aluminum laminate with matching returns.

Gold striping is cut vinyl, match PMS 116.
THE CONCEPTS ON THIS PAGE ARE THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OF ZE DESIGN. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED, ANY UNAUTHORIZED USAGE OR DUPLICATION IS PROHIBITED WITHOUT THE PERMISSION OF ZE DESIGN. © 2009

LOCATION: PLACEMENT:

VOLLEYBALL
IOWA
2 0 0 9  N A T I O N A L  C H A M P I O N S

WRESTLING
IOWA
2 0 0 9  N A T I O N A L  C H A M P I O N S

PRINT GRAPHIC MATERIALS FOR EACH WALL:

WALLPAPER GRAPHIC:
13 feet 3" wide X 78" tall (field-verify) Printed graphic wallcovering to be Magic brand Dmibop indoor/banners/indoor poster, nylon reinforced 10mil. All wallpaper must be laminated with Seal brand laminate-print shield std. UV matte, 61 mil.

METAL ACCENTS: Left metal panel is 21" wide X 78" tall X 1/4" thick brushed aluminum laminate painted to match PMS 116 gold mounted to sintra panel with matching painted returns. Panel has Hawkeye logo and black and white striping in cut vinyl. (2 quantity)

DIMENSIONAL LETTERING: IOWA lettering is 4" tall X 1/4" thick gloss white acrylic mounted to face of graphic with silicone. (2 quantity)

DIMENSIONAL LETTERING: VOLLEYBALL lettering is 2" tall X 1/4" thick acrylic painted to match PMS 116 gold mounted to face of graphic with silicone.

DIMENSIONAL LETTERING: WRESTLING lettering is 2" tall X 1/4" thick acrylic painted to match PMS 116 gold mounted to face of graphic with silicone.

UPDATE-ABLE PRINT PANELS (2 QUANTITY): Laminated print graphics, 48" X 24" tall laminated prints attach to face of 0.25" thick sintra panels, wrapping the panel.

UV ink print, 5 mil. scuff resistant UV-protected polycarbonate over-laminate, and laminated with 9 mil. backer laminate.

3M Scotchprints not allowed

PHOTOS ARE FOR PLACEMENT ONLY, FINAL PHOTOS TO BE DETERMINED
DISPLAY SIZE: 27' WIDE X 9' TALL

27' - 0"

6' - 0"

9' - 0"

CONCEPT | WRESTLING VIEWING ROOM GRAPHIC
PHOTOS ARE FOR PLACEMENT ONLY, FINAL PHOTOS TO BE DETERMINED

PRINT GRAPHIC MATERIALS:

WALLPAPER GRAPHIC:
27 feet wide x 9' tall (field-verify) Printed graphic wallcovering to be Magic brand Dmibop indoor banner/outdoor poster paper, nylon-reinforced 10mil. All wallpaper must be laminated with Seal brand laminate-print shield std UV matte, 61 mil.

DIMENSIONAL LETTERING: IOWA lettering is 15" tall x 1/4" thick brushed aluminum laminate mounted to face of graphic with silicone.

DIMENSIONAL LETTERING-WRESTLING: lettering is 9" tall x 1/4" thick brushed aluminum laminate mounted to face of graphic with silicone.
DISPLAY SIZE: 10 FT. WIDE X 4 FT. TALL

DISPLAY MATERIALS:
10 ft. X 4 ft. X 1" thick brushed metal face with matching sides. Inset metal shape is 1/2" thick with laminated 4-color print graphic.

DAN GABLE lettering is 12" tall X 1/4" thick in brushed metal aluminum laminate face painted PMS 116 gold with matching returns.

WRESTLING PRACTICE SPACE lettering is 4" tall X 1/4" thick in brushed aluminum with matching painted sides.

Oval logo, lines, and striping are cut vinyl in dark gray, PMS 116 gold, and black.
CONCEPT: OLYMPIC DISPLAY FOR WRESTLING
PHOTOS ARE FOR PLACEMENT ONLY, TO BE DETERMINED BY IOWA ATHLETICS

DISPLAY MATERIALS:
DIMENSIONAL OLYMPIC LOGO - Logo is 12 ft. 6" wide X 5 ft. 6" tall X 1/2" thick gloss black acrylic. Each ring is 4 ft. diameter with the black at 5" wide.

DISPLAY SIZE: 12 FT. 6" WIDE X 5 FT. 6" TALL

PLACEMENT:
18' - 0"
32' - 0"
CONCEPT MULTI-SPORT DISPLAY IN ADMINISTRATION AREA

PHOTOS ARE FOR PLACEMENT ONLY, FINAL PHOTOS TO BE DETERMINED

PRINT GRAPHIC MATERIALS:

PRINT PANELS
Left Laminated Print Graphic-8 feet wide X 48" tall (field-verify) laminated prints attach to face of 0.25" thick sintra panel, wrapping the panel.
Right Laminated Print Graphic-12 feet wide X 48" tall (field-verify) laminated prints attach to face of 0.25" thick sintra panel, wrapping the panels.
UV ink print, 5 mil. scuff-resistant UV-protected polycarbonate over-laminate, and laminated with 9 mil. backer laminate.
3M Scothprints not allowed

METAL ACCENTS - Right metal panel is 12 ft. wide wide X 48" tall X 1/4" thick (field-verify) brushed aluminum laminate mounted to sintra panel with matching painted returns. The reveals and vinyl match those used for the 2 metal columns. The shapes making the 8 ft. 6" wide X 4 ft. tall Hawkeye logo are 1/4" thick polished aluminum over painted brushed aluminum laminate match PMS 116 gold.

DIMENSIONAL LETTERING - IOWA lettering is 12" tall X 1/2" thick gloss white acrylic mounted to face of graphic with silicone.
DIMENSIONAL LETTERING - ATHLETICS lettering is 3.5" tall X 1/4" thick gloss black acrylic mounted to face of graphic with silicone.
DIMENSIONAL LETTERING - IOWA lettering is 3" tall X 1/4" thick brushed aluminum laminate.
DIMENSIONAL LETTERING - HAWKEYES lettering is 5" tall X 1/4" thick brushed aluminum laminate.

TWO METAL COLUMNS - are each 2 ft. wide x 9 ft. tall x 2" thick composed of melamine panels with brushed metal face and matching returns. Metal strips at the top and bottom are 25" wide x 2" tall x 1/2" thick polished aluminum laminate face. Gray seams are dark gray cut vinyl. 4" wide oval Hawkeye logos are 3" wide X 1/4" thick black brushed aluminum with gold logo, match PMS 116 gold. 2" tall black horizontal reveals, and 2" wide gold vertical reveals are brushed aluminum laminates with vinyl lettering and trimmed in polished aluminum strips, laminate thickness.
WINDOW GLASS MATERIALS:
IOWA lettering is etched on the front face of the glass. Hawkeye logo is etched on the back face of the glass, and HAWKEYES lettering is PMS black cut vinyl. Graphics apply to Four (4) qty. glass panels, each at 39" X 7 ft. 8" tall (field-verify).
CONCEPT WALL DISPLAY - LOCATION TO BE DETERMINED

HAWKEYES IOWA

DISPLAY SIZE: 20 FT. WIDE X 48" TALL

PRINT GRAPHIC MATERIALS:

WALLPAPER GRAPHIC: 20 feet wide X 48" tall (field-verify) Printed graphic wallcovering to be Magic brand Dmibop indoor banner/outdoor poster paper, nylon-reinforced 10mil. All wallpaper must be laminated with Seal brand laminate-print shield std. UV matte, 61 mil.

DIMENSIONAL LOGO: Layered logo, back face (oval) is 18" wide X 10" tall X 1/2" thick polished aluminum laminate with matching returns. Diagonal striping on face is frosted cut vinyl. Second layer is inset at 17" wide X 9.25" tall X 1/4" thick in black brushed aluminum laminate with matching returns. Front face is Hawkeye logo - 12" X 7" tall X laminate thickness painted to match PMS 116 gold.

DIMENSIONAL LETTERING: 12" tall X 1/2" thick gloss black acrylic

DIMENSIONAL LETTERING: 6" tall X 1/2" thick brushed aluminum face with matching sides.
CONCEPT LARGE WALL DISPLAY IN BLACK TILE WALL

DISPLAY SIZE: 62 FT. 5" WIDE X 36" TALL

PRINT GRAPHIC MATERIALS:
WALLPAPER GRAPHIC:
- 62 feet 5" wide x 36" tall
- (field-verify) Printed graphic wallcovering to be Magic brand Dmsbop indoor banner/outdoor poster paper, nylon-reinforced 10mil. All wallpaper must be laminated with Seal brand laminate-print shield std. UV matte, 61 mil.

ALL GRAPHICS ARE FOR PLACEMENT ONLY
APPROVED SHOP DRAWINGS FOR ALL MOUNTING, HARDWARE AND SECURING APPLICATIONS MUST BE PROVIDED TO THE ARCHITECT FOR APPROVAL PRIOR TO PRODUCTION AND INSTALLATION. ALL MEASUREMENTS ARE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE SELECTED VENDOR AWARDED CONTRACT.
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UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTATED ON THE CONCEPT PAGES:

1 - All fonts used are: Berthold City and Tahoma

2 - All graphics and colors provided must conform to scale, specifications, and PMS numbers where provided. The colors used for the concepts need to match Iowa’s Black and PMS 116 Gold.

3 - The installer shall conform to all of the graphic designer’s drawings and specifications, and will submit samples to the graphic designer for all materials and finishes included in their scope of work before commencement of such work.

4 - All dimensions are to the exterior face of the finished material, unless otherwise noted. All elevations are noted from finish floor elevations.

5 - All sizes are approximate for bidding, and will need to be field-measured for specific fit before starting production. Field measurements are the responsibility of the selected vendor awarded contract.

6 - All hanging and mounting systems need to be approved by the graphic designer, and the vendor must provide shop drawings of hanging and mounting systems for approval before production.
CONCEPT RESTROOM SIGN - WALL MOUNT

ALL GRAPHICS ARE FOR PLACEMENT ONLY
APPROVED SHOP DRAWINGS FOR ALL MOUNTING, HARDWARE AND SECURING APPLICATIONS MUST BE PROVIDED TO THE ARCHITECT FOR APPROVAL PRIOR TO PRODUCTION AND INSTALLATION. ALL FINAL SIZES NEED TO BE FIELD-MEASURED BEFORE STARTING PRODUCTION. FIELD MEASUREMENTS ARE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE SELECTED VENDOR AWARDED CONTRACT.

BACK METAL PANEL DIMENSIONS: 7” WIDE X 7” TALL X 1/4” THICK

MATERIALS:
1/4” thick brushed aluminum back panel with vinyl lettering, striping, and logo. 1/4” thick gloss acrylic panel painted to match PMS 116 with raised logos and braille - panel attaches to aluminum panel with pucks

FRONT GOLD PANEL DIMENSIONS: 7” WIDE X 4” TALL X 1/4” THICK

QUANTITY: 17 SIGNS
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GRAPHICS PACKAGE

ALL GRAPHICS ARE FOR PLACEMENT ONLY
APPROVED SHOP DRAWINGS FOR ALL MOUNTING, HARDWARE AND SECURING APPLICATIONS MUST BE PROVIDED TO THE ARCHITECT FOR APPROVAL PRIOR TO PRODUCTION AND INSTALLATION. ALL FINAL SIZES NEED TO BE FIELD-MEASURED BEFORE STARTING PRODUCTION. FIELD MEASUREMENTS ARE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE SELECTED VENDOR AWARDED CONTRACT.
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CONCEPT | ROOM SIGN - WALL MOUNT
QUANTITY: 212 SIGNS

BACK METAL PANEL DIMENSIONS: 7” WIDE X 7” TALL X 1/4” THICK

MATERIALS:
1/4” thick brushed aluminum back panel with vinyl lettering, striping, and logo. 1/4” thick gloss acrylic panel painted to match PMS 116 with raised logos and braille - panel attaches to aluminum panel with pucks

FRONT GOLD PANEL DIMENSIONS: 7” WIDE X 4” TALL X 1/4” THICK

S269
SPIRIT OFFICE
IOWA HAWKEYES
ROOM SIGN WITH DONOR NAME - WALL MOUNT

IOWA HAWKEYES

IOWA RADIO ROOM N150

MADE POSSIBLE BY A GENEROUS GIFT FROM DONOR NAME

BID SET

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA

CARVER-HAWKEYE ARENA

GRAPHICS PACKAGE

ALL GRAPHICS ARE FOR PLACEMENT ONLY

APPROVED SHOP DRAWINGS FOR ALL MOUNTING, HARDWARE AND SECURING APPLICATIONS MUST BE PROVIDED TO THE ARCHITECT FOR APPROVAL PRIOR TO PRODUCTION AND INSTALLATION. ALL FINAL SIZES NEED TO BE FIELD-MEASURED BEFORE STARTING PRODUCTION. FIELD MEASUREMENTS ARE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE SELECTED VENDOR AWARDED CONTRACT.

SHEET DATE 09.30.09

PROJECT NUMBER 0000.10573

SIGNAGE AREA A3

LOCATION A3

CONCEPT

BACK GOLD PANEL DIMENSIONS: 11.5" WIDE X 12" TALL X 1/4" THICK

MATERIALS:

1/4" thick back panel painted to match PMS 116 with vinyl lettering, striping, and logo.

1/4" thick black gloss acrylic panel with raised lettering and braille - panel attaches to aluminum panel with pucks.

QUANTITY:

16 SIGNS

FRONT BLACK PANEL DIMENSIONS: 12" WIDE X 7.5" TALL X 1/4" THICK
CONCEPT: UTILITY ROOM SIGN - WALL MOUNT

DIMENSIONS: 6" WIDE X 2" TALL X 1/4" THICK

MATERIALS:
Back panel painted to match PMS 116 with vinyl lettering, striping, and logo. Black raised lettering and braille.

QUANTITY: 95 SIGNS
MATERIALS:
1/4" thick back panel painted to match PMS 116 with vinyl lettering, striping, and logo. 1/4" thick black gloss acrylic panel with raised room number and braille - panel attaches to aluminum panel with pucks.

GOLD BACK PANEL DIMENSIONS: 9" WIDE X 4.5" TALL X 1/4" THICK

N150
LISA BLUDER - HEAD COACH
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

IOWA HAWKEYES

FRONT BLACK PANEL DIMENSIONS: 9" WIDE X 3" TALL X 1/4" THICK

CONCEPT
COACH'S OFFICE SIGN - WALL MOUNT

QUANTITY: 56 SIGNS
MATERIALS:
1/2” thick brushed aluminum back panel with vinyl striping and logo. Laminated print panel with raised logos and braille - panel attaches to aluminum panel with pucks.

Laminated prints attach to face and wrap sides of 0.25” thick sintra panels.

UV ink print, 5 mil. scuff-resistant UV-protected polycarbonate over-laminate, and laminated with 9 mil. backer laminate.

3M Scotchprints not allowed

CONCEPT
LOCKER ROOM ENTRANCE SIGN - WALL MOUNT

QUANTITY: 2 SIGNS OF EACH SIZE

BACK PANEL DIMENSIONS: 15" WIDE X 16" TALL X 1/2" THICK

PRINT PANEL DIMENSIONS: 18" WIDE X 11" TALL X 1/4" THICK

PRINT PANEL DIMENSIONS: 13" WIDE X 8" TALL X 1/4" THICK
MATERIALS:
1/4" thick brushed aluminum back panel with vinyl lettering, striping, and logo. Black center panel is 9" x 3" tall x 1/4" thick gloss black acrylic with raised lettering. Braille in bottom right corner.

DIMENSIONS: 9" wide x 9" tall x 1/4" thick

GLOSS BLACK ACRYLIC DIMENSIONS: 9" wide x 3" tall x 1/4" thick

CONCEPT: STAIRWELL SIGN - WALL MOUNT
QUANTITY: 22

ACCESS TO FLOORS 1-4
EXIT DISCHARGE ON FLOOR 1
**WELCOME TO CARVER-HAWKEYE ARENA**

**LEVEL 4**

**LEVEL 3**

**LEVEL 2**

**LEVEL 1**

**DIMENSIONS:** 33" WIDE X 36" TALL X 1/2" THICK

**MATERIALS:**
1/2" thick brushed aluminum back panel with vinyl lettering, striping, and logo. Floor panels are black and PMS 116 acrylic panels and attach to aluminum panel with star-bit screws.

**FLOOR PLATE DIMENSIONS:** 25" WIDE X 3.25" TALL X 1/4" THICK AT THE TOP OF WIDEST PLATE
CARVER-HAWKEYE ARENA
SPA RULES

(1) Persons with a medical condition, including pregnancy, should not use the spa without first consulting with a physician.

(2) Anyone having a contagious disease shall not use the spa.

(3) Persons shall not use the spa immediately following exercise or while under the influence of alcohol, narcotics, or other drugs.

(4) Persons shall not use the spa alone or without supervision.

(5) Children shall be accompanied by an adult.

(6) Persons shall not use the spa longer than ten minutes.

(7) No one shall dive or jump into the spa.

(8) The maximum patron load of the spa. (The maximum patron load of a spa is one individual per 2 linear ft of inner edge of seat or bench.)

THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA

MATERIALS:
1/4” thick brushed aluminum back panel with vinyl lettering, striping, and logo. Full color laminated print graphic attaches to face of aluminum panel with star-bit screws.

Laminated print attaches to face and wrap sides of 0.25” thick sintra panel.

UV ink print, 5 mil scuff-resistant UV protected polycarbonate over-laminate, and laminated with 9 mil backer laminate.

3M Scophrints not allowed.

BACK METAL DIMENSIONS: 16” wide x 24” tall x 1/4” thick

FRONT PRINT PANEL DIMENSIONS: 15.5” wide x 17” tall x 1/4” thick

CONCEPT SPA SIGN - WALL MOUNT

QUANTITY: 2 SIGNS

ZED DESIGN

BID SET
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA CARVER-HAWKEYE ARENA GRAPHICS PACKAGE

ALL GRAPHICS ARE FOR PLACEMENT ONLY

APPROVED SHOP DRAWINGS FOR ALL MOUNTING, HARDWARE AND SECURING APPLICATIONS MUST BE PROVIDED TO THE ARCHITECT FOR APPROVAL PRIOR TO PRODUCTION AND INSTALLATION. ALL FINAL SIZES NEED TO BE FIELD-MEASURED BEFORE STARTING PRODUCTION. FIELD MEASUREMENTS ARE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE SELECTED VENDOR AWARDED CONTRACT.
DIMENSIONS: 7” WIDE X 9” TALL X 1/4” THICK

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY, DO NOT USE ELEVATOR. USE EXITS UNLESS OTHERWISE INSTRUCTED.

CONCEPT | IN CASE OF FIRE SIGN - WALL MOUNT
QUANTITY: 7 SIGNS

MATERIALS:
Laminated print attaches to face and wrap sides of 0.25” thick sintra panel.
UV ink print, 5 mil. scuff-resistant UV protected polycarbonate over-laminate, and laminated with 9 mil. backer laminate.
3M Scothprints not allowed
**CONCEPT**

SUNSCREEN GRAPHICS

**QUANTITY:** 6 SCREENS TOTAL. 3 ARE AT 14’ TALL, AND 3 ARE AT 7’-6” TALL.

SCREEN 1 SIZE: APPROXIMATELY 60’ WIDE X 7’-6” TALL, SCREEN 2 SIZE: APPROXIMATELY 340’ WIDE X 14’ TALL, SCREEN 3 SIZE: APPROXIMATELY 80’ WIDE X 7’-6” TALL, SCREEN 4 SIZE: APPROXIMATELY 160’ WIDE X 14’ TALL, SCREEN 5 SIZE: APPROXIMATELY 190’ WIDE X 7’-6” TALL, SCREEN 6 SIZE: APPROXIMATELY 310’ WIDE X 7’-6” TALL.

* ALL SUNSCREEN GRAPHICS ARE DOUBLE-SIDED

**PLACEMENT:**

- INDICATES 14’ TALL BANNERS
- INDICATES 7’-6” TALL BANNERS

**MATERIALS:**

- Full-color printed graphics on shade material (Lutron, Basketweave 27, 5% open. Banners mount 6” off of the edge of the ceiling. ALL SUNSCREEN GRAPHICS ARE DOUBLE-SIDED

**SCREEN 1** SIZE: APPROXIMATELY 60’ WIDE X 7’-6” TALL,

**SCREEN 2** SIZE: APPROXIMATELY 340’ WIDE X 14’ TALL,

**SCREEN 3** SIZE: APPROXIMATELY 80’ WIDE X 7’-6” TALL,

**SCREEN 4** SIZE: APPROXIMATELY 160’ WIDE X 14’ TALL,

**SCREEN 5** SIZE: APPROXIMATELY 190’ WIDE X 7’-6” TALL,

**SCREEN 6** SIZE: APPROXIMATELY 310’ WIDE X 7’-6” TALL,
**Welcome to Carver Hawkeye Arena**

The following items are not allowed inside the arena:
- Bags, packages, backpacks, beverage or food containers, food banners, signs, tape recorders, flash cameras, noise devices
- Alcoholic beverages and smoking strictly prohibited

**Dimensions:** 23" Wide x 25" Tall

**Materials:** Full-color laminated static sticker graphic attaches to face of glass window.

**Concept Area Entrance Sign - Glass Mount**

**Quantity:** 4 Signs
CONCEPT
TWO-SIDED ARENA DIRECTIONAL SIGN - SUSPENDED FROM CEILING

DIMENSIONS: 48" WIDE X 50" TALL

QUANTITY: 4 SIGNS

MATERIALS:
1/2" thick brushed aluminum center panel with vinyl lettering, striping, and logo. On each side are 1/4" thick sintra panels with wrapped full-color laminated print graphics. Laminated print attaches to face and wrap sides of 0.25" thick sintra panel. UV ink print, 5 mil. scuff-resistant UV-protected polycarbonate over-laminate, and laminated with 9 mil. backer laminate. 3M Scothprints not allowed.

DIMENSIONS:
ALL LOCATED NEAR NORTH DOORS
FIRST AID
PUBLIC SAFETY
TICKET OFFICE
ATHLETIC OFFICES
ELEVATOR

SIGNAGE AREA
B3

IOWA HAWKEYES
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GRAPHICS PACKAGE

ALL GRAPHICS ARE FOR PLACEMENT ONLY
APPROVED SHOP DRAWINGS FOR ALL MOUNTING, HARDWARE AND SECURING APPLICATIONS MUST BE PROVIDED TO THE ARCHITECT FOR APPROVAL PRIOR TO PRODUCTION AND INSTALLATION. ALL FINAL SIZES NEED TO BE FIELD-MEASURED BEFORE STARTING PRODUCTION. FIELD MEASUREMENTS ARE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE SELECTED VENDOR AWARDED CONTRACT.
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MATERIALS:
1/2” thick brushed aluminum center panel with vinyl lettering, striping, and logo. On each side are 1/4” thick sintra panels with wrapped full-color laminated print graphics.

Laminated print attaches to face and wrap sides of 0.25” thick sintra panel.

UV ink print, 5 mil. scuff-resistant UV-protected polycarbonate over-laminate, and laminated with 9 mil. backer laminate.

3M Scotchprints not allowed.

DIMENSIONS: 48” wide x 50” tall

CONCEPT: TWO-SIDED SECTION I.D. SIGN - SUSPENDED FROM CEILING

QUANTITY: 25 SIGNS
MATERIALS:
1/2" thick brushed aluminum center panel with vinyl lettering, striping, and logo. On each side are 1/4" thick sintra panels with wrapped full-color laminated print graphics.

Laminated print attaches to face and wrap sides of 0.25" thick sintra panel.

UV ink print, 5 mil. scuff-resistant UV protected polycarbonate over-laminate, and laminated with 9 mil. backer laminate.

3M Scothprints not allowed

DIMENSIONS: 64" WIDE X 38" TALL

CONCEPT: TWO-SIDED SECTION AND ROW I.D. SIGN - SUSPENDED FROM CEILING

QUANTITY: 29 SIGNS
MATERIALS:
1/2" thick brushed aluminum center panel with vinyl lettering, striping, and logo. On each side are 1/4" thick sintra panels with wrapped full color laminated print graphics.

Laminated print attaches to face and wrap sides of 0.25" thick sintra panel.

UV ink print, 5 mil scuff-resistant UV protected polycarbonate over-laminate, and laminated with 9 mil backer laminate.

3M Scothprints not allowed

DIMENSIONS: 62" WIDE X 28" TALL
CONCEPT 2-SIDED ACCOMPLISHMENT BANNERS - FLUSH-MOUNTED TO CEILING

QUANTITY: 65 BANNERS

MATERIALS:
32" x 72" full-color printed graphics on matte vinyl banner material, UV-protected.

ZE DESIGN
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UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
LACROSSE BUSINESS USE GRAPHICS PACKAGE

ALL GRAPHICS ARE FOR PLACEMENT ONLY

APPROVED SHOP DRAWINGS FOR ALL MOUNTING, HARDWARE AND SECURING APPLICATIONS MUST BE PROVIDED TO THE ARCHITECT FOR APPROVAL PRIOR TO PRODUCTION AND INSTALLATION. ALL HARDWARE MUST BE PROVIDED BY THE DESIGNER. FIELD MEASUREMENTS ARE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE SELECTED VENDOR AWARDED CONTRACT.
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